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Narwhal Clothing Company, a brand
that

sells

unique

apparel

and

forwards portions of their proceeds to
the Save The Whales foundation,
attracts a youthful target audience. At first glance, the primary
audience for their current marketing strategies is likely men and
women, ages 18-25, who are attracted to Narwhal’s appealing
aesthetic and trendy vibe. Narwhal’s mission is to embody the
southern

flare

of

their

Atlanta

headquarters,

while

simultaneously saving sea creatures in style. They offer apparel
from clothing to accessories, such as stickers and hats
(Narwhal, 2018).
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SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS:
Narwhal has a very well defined and clear mission statement and its actions reflect this
mission with a consistent style and a devotion to donating portions of the proceeds to the
organization that inspired Narwhal’s creation. Organizations benefit from having a distinct
mission for a number of reasons, one being that both customers and employees of the company
can have a stronger emotional attachment to something they are able to believe in (Vozar, 2013).
When a company’s actions speak louder than its words alone, they are more successful. Narwhal
puts efforts into aligning their values with their commitment to helping life under the sea. The
products themselves embody both the distinctive Narwhal visual as well as elements of the
company’s headquarters, Atlanta Georgia. This company incorporates accents of both their
mission and their roots.
Organizations also benefit from having a unique trait that makes them stand out from
other companies, and that provokes customers to buy products. For Narwhal Clothing Company,
it is its association with Save The Whales, and its dedication to forwarding profits to this
organization. This entices customers to buy products because they are not only getting something
tangible (such as a cool t-shirt) out of the purchase, but also they have the satisfaction of
knowing they donated, even if it was indirectly, to a worthy cause.
Moving on, Narwhal currently exists on several social media platforms, including
Instagram and Facebook. Their social media presence is consistent among channels and has
generated a very distinct aesthetic over its two years of being online. The company’s Instagram
page is much more popular than the Facebook page, with over 14 thousand followers. The
Facebook page clocks in at 272 likes. The brand is sure to keep posts on both platforms
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consistent, as a person who may only use of these applications would not see the other. Narwhal
also has an email list that customers can subscribe to in order to receive updates about new
products, promotions, giveaways, and discounts. Giving this motivation for customers is a winwin, as the buyers receive a discount, and Narwhal adds another members to their mailing list.
This company also utilizes a “brand ambassador” program, where men and women in
college are on-site representatives who attempt to increase sales and brand awareness in their
community while receiving benefits for him or herself, such as cheaper merchandise and
exclusive deals from Narwhal. This benefits the company as it brings the brand beyond the walls
of the Internet, where the company solely exists. With that being said, the only way for
customers to purchase these products are to enter the Narwhal website, which then opens up the
doors for the customers to browse around their easily navigable website, read more about their
mission, and hopefully purchase more than just one item.

WEAKNESSES:
While an online-only story has its benefits, the first drawback of this company is its
limitations on how customers can get its products because this company only exists online. There
is no store or retail merchandising, which places boundaries on how accessible the products are.
However, the target audience that it appears this company has established is typically online
shoppers. This company also does not pair with online retailers such as Amazon for those online
shoppers. The only way one can receive Narwhal products are to go to the website itself.
Furthermore, Narwhal only has influences in the United States at this time, and does not offer
international shipping.
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Narwhal has a vibe of looking trendy for a good cause. However, there is not much
earned media from this company about the impact they’ve had on the non-profit they chose to
represent and support. They do not feature their monetary impact, nor do they

OPPORTUNITIES:
Narwhal has the opportunity to expand its media empire in order to bring more brand
awareness to the table and see a quantifiable increase in sales because of it.
They also have the opportunity to have pop-up shops around Atlanta where potential new, or
even returning, customers can shop in person and see the quality clothing for themselves. An
example of a time this company could sell is during one of Atlanta’s many music festivals with
young, trendy attendees. If Narwhal took the opportunity to become a vendor at one of these,
they could increase awareness and sell products first hand. The brand ambassadors would come
highly into play here, potentially handing out business cards with knowledge of the company and
where to find these products in the future. Another way to move sales beyond the walls of their
website is to potentially sell through other online vendors like Amazon or Etsy.com.
This company can be viewed as a bit too modest. Narwhal could add more to their
website about the tangible and measurable impact that they have made. Other companies with
similar goals as Narwhal features the amount of money that they have donated right on their
website. This company has an opportunity to show off how much good they do, and also simply
do more! For example, they could use their social media channels as a voice to educate their
followers on facts about the sea creatures they are trying to preserve. This could bring more
awareness to not only the brand, but also their reputation regarding their dedication to sea
creatures and also awareness of Save The Whales. And, of course, beyond awareness could lead
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to more sales. Narwhal also has the opportunity to engage more with their customers, leading to
a more personalized experience.

THREATS:
Certainly Narwhal Clothing Company is not the only brand of its kind. Companies such
as Ivory Ella and Devocean have similar quality products, and donate portions of the sales to
other non-profit organizations. Ivory Ella, for example, is a preppy brand that is all about
elephants; and proceeds go towards Save The Elephants. Devocean, short for “devoted to the
ocean,” is an aquatic themed brand whose efforts support sea turtle conservation.
As mentioned in the weaknesses, consumers who do not online shop are not able to
purchase products from this company. Additionally, when economic factors such as fluxes and
changes in what people are purchasing, nearly every company with products that are more of a
“Want” than a “Need” faces the threat of reduced sales when income is low.

Overall, Narwhal Clothing Company has a structurally sound foundation for which it began
making a wave in its category of products. However, its strengths compliment the weaknesses
and the threats can turn into opportunities. With a new creative strategy plan, this company can
boost up its sales, awareness, and impact on Save The Whales.
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HELPFUL

HARMFUL

Strengths
Weaknesses
• Well-defined mission statement
• Low amount of followers on Facebook
• Unique brand crossing over influences
• Only two social media platforms
of Atlanta and Save the Whales
• No in-person retail
• Incentive for buyers due to association
• Low amounts of earned media
with non-profit organization Save The
• No international shipping
Whales
• Affordable prices
• Use of social media platforms Facebook
and Instagram
• Brand consistency across platforms
• Use of brand ambassadors
• Use of flash sales
• Strong amount of Instagram followers
in only two years
Opportunities
Threats
• Expand social media channels to
• Rival companies with similar apparel
platforms such as Pinterest and
and mission (Ivory Ella, Pura-Vida)
YouTube
• Consumers who do not online shop will
• Grow online sales by
not purchase these products
• Create pop up shops and in-person retail
• Economic factors influencing frivolous
through brand representatives
purchases
• Embody education within social media
about sea creatures that are affected
positively by the efforts of Save The
Whales
• Engage with customers, repost stories
• Sell on Amazon or Etsy
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Strategy Statement
The Advertising will convince college students, either
involved in Greek Life or who simply are attracted to the
style of traditional Greek men and women, across the
country that Narwhal Clothing Company’s apparel and
products will provide a trendy, unique style that will
make you stand out for a good cause.
The Support will be that Narwhal is already making
waves in providing distinctive apparel right to the
doorsteps of stylish men and women, and donating to
Save The Whales every step of the way through each
purchase.
The Tone will be inviting, trendy, sophisticated, and yet
approachable, and will blend both the “artic aesthetic”
that Narwhal symbolizes with the southern charm of the
company’s roots.
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Creative Brief: Narwhal Clothing Company
Background: Narwhal Clothing Company is a company residing in Atlanta, Georgia, that sells
apparel and accessories for profit while donating proceeds of sales to Save The Whales. This
company launched its online presence in 2016, and while one social media channel for this brand
flourishes, others do not. There are not very frequent posts or promotions, and the brand
currently does not strongly highlight the good this company does regarding its contributions to
Save The Whales.
The Objective: Increase brand awareness and sale of Narwhal Clothing Company products;
increase donations and awareness for Save The Whales.
The Audience: The target audience here includes men and women ages 18-26 that are involved
in Greek Life at colleges and universities throughout the country, beyond just the walls of
Atlanta, GA, where the company is headquartered. This audience contains college students or
recently graduated college students who are attracted to the trendy aesthetic of Narwhal and want
to receive satisfaction from a non-frivolous purchase, as this purchase would put part of their
income to a worthy cause. Additionally, this is a group who can afford to be a part of a Greek
organization likely have enough to spend on a Comfort Colors brand t-shirt—the same brand that
most Greek organizations utilize for their own t-shirts.
Audience Insights: The Narwhal Clothing Company ambassador program currently prefers that
representatives have an affiliation with Greek life. Additionally, when looking at the social
media, particularly Instagram, consumer interaction in the comments and likes are low.
Key Consumer Takeaway: These products, while fitting the fashionable yet comfortable style
of you and your Greek life brothers and sisters, will make you stand out while doing good in the
world. When you buy these products, you yourself embody a unique southern aesthetic and unite
members of any organization to work together to simultaneously help sea creatures while in
style.
The Support: Narwhal Clothing Company offers simple, chic, and affordable apparel that
allows the buyer to donate to Save The Whales and have new clothing in just one purchase that
comes right to your door.
The Tone of Voice: Inviting, simple, trendy, sophisticated, sharable content will be necessary to
reach this audience. Ultimately, it will be a blend of both southern and modern aesthetic.
The Mandatories: The original Narwhal logo, use of Comfort Colors t-shirts, use of full
sentences and proper grammar
The Deliverables: This will be delivered among social media platforms that are already in
existence for this brand, such as Instagram and Facebook. Additionally, expanding to channels
such as Twitter, YouTube, and Pinterest can expand the online voice of Narwhal. Photos of
outdoorsy, trendy, and unique people will be featured to show the type of person a consumer can
be in this apparel.
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Target Audience Persona
Cameron, a 21-year-old student at West Virginia University from New Jersey, went away to
college at 18 and immediately adored the diverse group of students that he sees on campus
everyday. His freshman year of college, he joined the fraternity Theta Chi. As a natural born
leader who loves to be involved and meet tons of people, his family was not surprised with his
choice to join a Greek organization. Upon joining, he was immediately introduced to the
overwhelming amount of school spirit his new brothers had, and the high volume of t-shirts that
were made for every event that either the fraternity hosts, or that the sororities on campus gift
fraternity members who participate in their events. Now, as a junior, he is the philanthropy chair
of his organization and is in charge of organizing the events of his own chapter, as well as
communicating with the other Greek organizations about events. As a people person, he finds it
easy to talk to the school about booking space for his events, as well as inviting the other
fraternities and sororities on campus to participate. Additionally, many students know him
around campus from his Greek affiliation as well as his former part-time job as a waiter at a
popular restaurant downtown, which he decided to quit earlier in the semester to enjoy his time
in college a bit more. Instead, he saves his money during the summer working full-time at his
dad’s carwash back in New Jersey.
On an average Friday, Cameron became accustomed to waking up for his ten a.m. class within
his Communications major, and picking which of his plethora of Comfort Colors brand shirts he
was going to wear that day, or if he was simply going to rep WVU. He hears a blender noise
coming from the kitchen of the apartment he rents with his two other friends, one of which is in
his fraternity. He figures its one of his buddies making a protein shake, and he then remembers
he wanted to go to the gym directly after class so he can maximize his time in the day. He
decides to go for a purple shirt from a sorority formal he attended last year, and wears gym
shorts and sneakers so he can hit the rec directly after class.
After his gym session he heads home to shower, and he meets up with his girlfriend, Olivia, who
is a Chi Omega sister. The two grab a quick lunch in the Mountainlair between each of their final
classes of the day, and go their separate ways. Cameron then heads up to the fraternity house to
hang out with his brothers. He has the choice of going to the group inside playing video games,
but goes for the group who are outside playing “whiffle beer,” a game he learned during his time
in school thus far. He joins in as he prefers to be outside and wants to enjoy the warm weather
while it lasts. As they make plans for the evening, Cameron, who prefers waking up early than
staying out all night, says if they are going to head downtown that night he would like to begin
drinking around 7 p.m. so he can be home at a reasonable hour. With a WVU football game
happening the next day, he knows he would much rather save his energy for the tailgate.
Upon going to the liquor store to get his affairs in order for his next 24 hours of partying and
tailgating, he passes a group of students handing out lollipops to raise awareness for Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society. He kindly takes one and remembers his own philanthropy event he is in
charge of coming up in a few weeks. He creatively came up with, in the spirit of fall, to have a
pumpkin-smashing contest where teams from sororities and fraternities sign up with the
inclusion of a deposit and team name, and for extra money he decided that on the day of the
event water bottles and t-shirts will be sold. The proceeds of the event will go towards the United
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Service Organizations. He calls his girlfriend about helping with the t-shirt designs before he
forgets, knowing she is imaginative and loves to help. She fills him in on the rest of the day she’s
had, and tells him about a company that her roommate, a PR major, just became a brand
ambassador for, called Narwhal Clothing Company. Olivia, who is from North Carolina and
loves the beach, is ecstatic about a brand that fits her comfy but classy “sorority girl” style and
also helps save ocean life. She urges him to check out the company’s website, which he does
while waiting in line to pay for his Bud-Light Orange packs that he’s going to save half of for the
evening and half for the next morning’s tailgate.
He notices a pair of joggers that his younger (actual) brother would love, and knows his birthday
is coming up. He screenshots the pants and sends the photo to his mom, who agrees.
Unfortunately, the pants are currently sold out. He decides to sign up for the mailing list to be
notified when the product is restocked. In the meantime, he browses around for a few moments
while he receives another text from Olivia encouraging him to post the website with her
roommate’s promotional code to his friends whose style mirrors the vibe that Narwhal creates,
and that uses the brand of t-shirts that they all have a high preference for. He does.
He pre-games at his fraternity house, where Olivia and her roommate show up, and he can hear
her roommate showing off her new title as brand ambassador, and is happy for her, as that is
Olivia’s best friend. He tells Olivia how he wants to buy something for his brother, and she says
she is thrilled that such a versatile purchase could occur—multipurpose in that it includes cool
apparel for his brother, ambassador points for her roommate, and proceeds to the Save The
Whales foundation! They carry on through the rest of the night, and he is home by midnight and
up at seven out the door for game day.
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PRINT AD
The foundation of this ad campaign will begin with a traditional print ad, and will be the
jumping off point to future online media advertising. The ultimate idea for this campaign is that
consumers can save directly contribute to saving ocean life, and do so in style. This ad will focus
on the outdoorsy type that consumers either already are, or want to be. It will feature what makes
it different than some of its competitors, including how it is a mature and sophisticated take on
such comfortable apparel.
This company’s ad will stand out on a full page of a magazine, and will take on the look
of their Instagram page, featuring a model in a Narwhal shirt in a scenic outdoor setting. A
potential headline for this campaign comes directly from the Instagram biography section of the
company’s page, stating, “Blending Traditional Southern Style with Artic Aesthetics.”
Another aspect of this ad campaign is having multiple of the same “vibe” of
advertisements, however with different pictures. It is crucial that we demonstrate that these
products are versatile, in the sense that they are unisex, come in many shapes and sizes, and can
be worn in many different environments—because just like our target audience, Narwhal has
many different layers and elements that make it so unique. Additionally, this ad will help
embody the vision of Narwhal beyond style, and that’s putting proceeds towards keeping the
ocean full of life and energy. This can be accomplished by utilizing the photos on Narwhal’s
Instagram that are taken near bodies of water.
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MAGAZINE: Full Design / Layout 1:
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MAGAZINE: Full Design / Layout 2:
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MAGAZINE: Full Design / Layout 3:
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Other examples of photos that would fit from @narwhalclothingcompany on Instagram:
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BILLBOARD: Conceptual Summary
This advertisement could be incorporated on an Atlanta highway, for example on
Interstate 285. This highway could be crucial for increased awareness and sales in the sector of
the target audience that hails from Atlanta, and have deeper connections with the brand’s roots.
On a standard 14 x 48 feet bulletin board, this ad could be adjusted to fit on a horizontal board.
On a board that will be viewed while driving, I recommend this ad be even simpler than the
magazine ad to yield a safer, less distracting piece of advertising. For this ad, less is better. It will
include the logo and a new slogan along the lines of “Save The Whales, and do it in Style.” It
will also include the company’s website. Hopefully, this type of ad with less information will
inspire the readers to be curious with the repetitive sight of this ad to research what this billboard
is advertising and bring more website traffic.

Below are a few examples of photos to use:
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RADIO AD:
Radio script for music radio stations with advertisements through mobile phones such as Sirius
XM, Pandora, Sound Cloud, Spotify, etc.
Radio Spot example #1:
NARWHAL CLOTHING COMPANY
30 Seconds
0:00: SOUNDS: Fade in “Venice Venture” by Big Wild; beginning at 0:00
0:05: ANNOUNCER: If you could save life under the sea by simply embracing your unique
style, would you? Narwhal Clothing Company offers stylish yet comfortable apparel with artic
accents and a southern flare.
Plus, five percent of every sale is donated directly to the Save The Whales Foundation!
Saving the world’s oceans has never looked so good. Narwhal Clothing Company.
0:30: SOUNDS: Fade out music
Radio Spot example #2:
NARWHAL CLOTHING COMPANY
30 Seconds
0:00: SOUNDS: Fade in “Venice Venture” by Big Wild; beginning at 0:00
0:05: Saving ocean life has never looked so good. With every purchase, Narwhal Clothing
Company donates directly to the Save The Whales foundation, while offering you stylish apparel
including artic accents and southern flare.
Embrace what makes you stand out as a unique individual. Embrace your inner Narwhal.
Shop now at narwhalclothingcompany.com.
0:30: SOUNDS: Fade out music
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Internet pop-up audio tag:
NARWHAL CLOTHING COMPANY
10 Seconds
Visual: still photo from Instagram similar to print ad. If clicked directs user to
narwhalclothingcompany.com. Shows full name of company as well as logo.
0:00: SOUNDS: Waves crashing, seagulls, noises from beaches
0:05: We are saving the world’s ocean life in style. We are Narwhal Clothing Company.
Embrace what makes you stand out. Embrace your inner Narwhal.
0:10: End ad.
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TV SPOT
NARWHAL CLOTHING COMPANY
30 Seconds
0:00: SOUNDS: Fade in “Line of Sight” by ODESZA, beginning at 0:54 of track.
*All during beginning of a sunset for vibrant colors
Scene 1: Establishing shot of actor 1 (female) facing away from camera peering from a scenic
view of the beginning of a dock, (with a bit of ways to walk to get to the end), wearing short
sleeve “Basic beach shirt” in emerald, camera cuts to closer up emphasizing the Narwhal logo
Scene 2: Close up shot of blue eyes closing and re-opening
0:07 Scene 3: Blue eyes transition/turn into medium shot under the ocean where a turtle and pool
of fish swim by in slow motion
Scene 4: Wide shot of Actor 2 (male) walking on the beach in slow motion wearing “Native
Narwhal Traditional hat” in Snow White and “peach tank” in black, dock in background
0:10: Scene 5: close up of actor 2’s hat, revealing narwhal logo
Scene 6: (two different scenes swap back and forth from one another):
Whale swims
Actor 1 and actor 2 meeting,
A whale or other creature swimming closer to the surface, sunlight shining into water
Point of view shot from actor 2 facing actor 1 and holding her hand as she leads them to
the end of a dock
Whale swimming again
0:15: Actors shedding layers of clothes into swimsuits (use jump cuts here)
Ocean shot
0:20: Scene 7: climatic middle as song gets more theatric; actors jump in the water and the scene
parallels/swaps back and forth of a whale jumping out of the ocean, complementary
to/harmonizing one another
0:25: Scene 8: whale lands in and actors submerged in water; whale splashing back down and
water is in slow motion, camera continues to zoom out to an aerial shot. Narwhal logo is
enlarged on the screen and website listed below it in font that mirrors website, along with “5% of
every sale donated directly to Save The Whales.” Same scenery as words on the screen turn to
“narwhal.” In same font as website.
0:30 Music and video fades out
(Commercial can be viewed with or without sound)
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Other potential scenes for longer or different spot:
•

3 second time-lapse of sunset against Atlanta skyline for subliminal reference to
company’s headquarters and create fast-paced excitement

•

Actors laughing, exiting water, jump cuts to them grabbing clothes and reaching the
beach again where a bonfire and other 3 people are located

•

Wide shot actors sitting in front of a beach bonfire laughing, two wearing Narwhal
designs not yet seen

•

Ending scene zooms out to reveal sunset beach with seagulls, continues to zoom to an
aerial shot. Narwhal logo is enlarged on the screen and website listed below it in white
font, along with “5% of every sale donated directly to Save The Whales”
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GUERILLA MARKETING
This week’s lesson highlights the effectiveness of the nontraditional, unconventional
tactic of guerilla marketing. Narwhal Clothing Company could turn heads with a creative,
thought-provoking ad that simultaneously promotes the company’s product while assessing the
social issue at hand: preserving ocean life.
Narwhal Clothing Company’s logo, featured to
the right, has a unique shape that does not allow a
prime amount of options for a creative take on an
outdoor, guerilla-style ad. However, it is important to
gravitate to locations that embody elements that this

Image from narwhalclothingcompany.com

company does. With that being said, I propose an outdoor ad surrounded by water that features
the most distinguishing part of the Narwhal itself: the unicorn-like tusk.
An ad I would like to create for this company is inspired by an ad creating in 2007 by
Mondo Pasta. Here is the ad:
Instead of having faces here, we could add the
Narwhal logo to the side of a large ship and
the coil-like rope could represent the tusk of
the Narwhal. It would take creativity and
patience to get it just right, however with the
help of an ocean-loving captain, perhaps the
color of the rope could even be altered.

Image from adarchive.com
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Another version of this ad can be inspired by
another everyday sailing item that is surrounded by
water: boat slips! Boat slips are the pole-like
portions of the pier where boats are docked.
Utilizing a boat slip, the logo for Narwhal can be
instilled at the bottom, nearly touching the water,
and the pole can be made into a spiral point similar
to a narwhal tusk.

Image from google.com

According to this week’s lesson, a cost-effective and efficient ad such as one like this
could create a wave of mobile shares, and stimulating messages that will stay on the consumer’s
minds (Reed College of Media, 2018). This type of marketing can help Narwhal stand out from
its competition in a distinct manner, and allows more room for creativity than your average
advertisement (DeMers, 2016).
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CO CREATION: CREATING YOUR OWN NARWHAL SHIRT
Narwhal Clothing Company has the ability to attract new and excited clients by offering
consumers the ability to add their own flare to Narwhal’s existing trendy apparel. In an article
written earlier this year in Entrepreneur Magazine, the writer introduces the idea of recruiting the
consumers to be part of the product design team as a growing trend (Solomon, 2018). With a
hefty “DIY” trend sweeping today’s generation, perhaps consumer input can go a long way for
this up and coming brand. The basis of this interactive ad would invite the consumers to create
their own Narwhal shirt. To begin, the consumer has the option to choose the style of shirt they
would prefer. The option will come from the existing options: tank, short-sleeve basic tee, shortsleeve pocket tee, and long sleeve tee. Second, a color for the shirt is chosen in the availability
that it already exists. For example, the tanks currently come in three options: Black, Snow White,
and Violet; the basic tee currently has the options of Bright Salmon, Chalky Mint, Sea Foam,
Red, Violet, Flo Blue, and Emerald; the pocket tee includes Black, Snow White, Violet, and
Chambray; and finally the long sleeves have the options of Berry, Butter, Chambray, Crimson,
Crunch berry, Ice Blue, Island Reef, Violet, and Lagoon.
Each of the different prints/patterns/versions of the logos among the many shirts will be
available, as well. Ultimately, the consumer can choose each element and submit it for approval
from the company to assure that the manufacturers can create this custom-designed shirt. Once
approved, this shirt is crafted, shipped, and advertised! Narwhal can invite the consumer to be
featured on the Narwhal page, and have the design named after him or her.
This could be advertised on all of the company’s social media, and can even be its own
section of the website. Additionally, creations from each consumer, once purchased, could be
featured on the website with the name of the creator. For example, if one of our personas from
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Week 3, Olivia, wanted to use the “Sea foam” color that is offered in the Basic Beach Shirt,
however add “The Composite” on the back instead of the original logo, and have it in a tank
style such as “The Peach Tank,” and add a pocket such as the one featured on “The Peach Pocket
Tee,” (a combination that does not currently exist), she could do all of that. Once produced,
Narwhal could feature her shirt as “Olivia’s creation.”

Images captured from narwhalclothingcompany.com

Additionally, when focusing back on our target audience, we can include another option
exclusive to the Peach Pocket Tee. The front of the Peach
Pocket Tee appears like this (left):
The option I would like to propose is to include Greek letters
on the front of the shirts.
An example of a pocket
tee with Greek letters
appears as so (right):
Image from narwhalclothingcompany.com

Image from Etsy.com
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Combining these two elements, perhaps by having “ΠΒΦ <3’s
Narwhal” can allude to a whole new level of marketing that Narwhal
did not initially plan for. This button, found on Etsy.com, perfectly
embodies the vision for the potential of collaboration between
collegiate Greek organizations and Narwhal (right):
Image from Etsy.com

While this new marketing tactic may not be initially cost-effective and
will require more work from the production team, I feel that the value at the end will exceed the
work and will get Narwhal Clothing Company products on the front steps of our target audience.
Narwhal is authentic, and that’s how it should want its consumers to feel too. To conclude, with
a quote in the article previously referenced, “Artisanal cheese. Artisanal soap. Artisanal beer.
The term is everywhere. It implies that an item isn't mass-produced, and often the maker is a
skilled artist who otherwise is "one of us" (i.e., he or she hasn't sold out to a big
corporation)…what's feeding the artisanal frenzy? Simply, the quest for authenticity” (Solomon).
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FINAL MARKETING STRATEGY COMPONENTS: TWITTER & YOUTUBE
The first of the final components of Narwhal Clothing Company’s brand revitalization
will be expanding their social media outreach to more platforms. These two platforms include
Twitter.com and Youtube.com. At this time, the company uses neither of these channels.
As for the Twitter page, the company has the opportunity to function under the same
handle as the brand’s Instagram page, @narwhalclothingcompany. With Twitter’s easily
sharable and concise content, our target audience of college students becomes the prime
examples of those who will interact with a company’s Twitter page, and likely scroll past lengthy
online posts. The biography section of the Twitter page can mirror that of the Internet ad created
for this company, saying:
“We are saving the world’s ocean life in style. We are Narwhal Clothing Company. Embrace
what makes you stand out. Embrace your inner Narwhal.
~5% percent of every sale is donated directly to the Save The Whales Foundation!”
Additionally, there are many examples of posts that can get the ball rolling for Narwhal’s Twitter
success. The first includes Twitter-exclusive giveaways. For example, the company can Tweet
something like,
“Welcome, Narwhal Fans! For the first 100 followers to Re-tweet this post, we will mail a FREE
Narwhal Sticker! #SaveTheWhales”
This post will provide incentive for follows, as the consumers will then get something in return.
Additionally, the use of hash-tags will get Narwhal on the Twitter map.
Moving on, West Virginia University and its fourth annual WVU Day of Giving, which
occurred on November 14, 2018, inspires a second post for a Narwhal Twitter campaign. WVU
Day of Giving is a one-day fundraising event where WVU invites Mountaineers everywhere to
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donate to the WVU foundation to raise money for the school’s needs and opportunities and for
the future of the university (WVU Foundation, 2018). A Twitter campaign existed for one day
only challenging students and members of the community to submit photos to the Twitter handle
with the hash tag #WVUDayofGiving, and if 2,000 submitted photos are reached, then two
alumni (one of which, Escue, is on the WVU foundation board) will generously donate $2,000 to
the foundation.
Here are some of the photos submitted and reposted by WVU’s twitter:
This digital campaign caught my eye, as Twitter is
a very interactive and easily shareable platform. In
one click, a single photo can be reposted to
thousands of new screens, and the use of hash tags
make it extremely easy to see the collection of
posts all in one place.
One of Narwhal’s selling points is their dedication
to donating proceeds of every sale to Save The
Whales. At this time, this company does not yet
have a Twitter page.
The campaign that the WVU Foundation launched this day raised over $6.2 million. If Narwhal
created a Twitter page, something they could do to gain exposure and followers is team up with a
celebrity endorser that is passionate about the Save The Whales foundation that would be willing
to donate money to the non-profit if given incentive, such as a Twitter campaign! Upon teaming
up with this person, Narwhal could perhaps launch a similar operation to the WVU Foundation
inviting Narwhal-wearing-ocean life-lovers all over the country to post their photos outdoors in
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the company’s apparel, in an effort to raise money for the non-profit. This would be strong
publicity stunt for Narwhal, and would hopefully lead to a vaster amount of brand awareness;
and naturally more sales when new consumers see the good that comes from this stylish brand.
There are many different avenues that could be taken with this potential Twitter campaign. It
could even be Narwhal itself making the large donation, with motivation from its loyal
customers. Inviting customers to show off their Narwhal gear on social media is practically free
marketing, and utilizes the user-generated content strategy that this week’s lesson talked about.
In my opinion, when it comes to donations and awareness, I feel that fans of Narwhal, Save The
Whales, or ocean life in general may be very receptive to a campaign like WVU’s and it could
lead to a further success of the clothing brand.
A third Twitter campaign that this company would benefit from includes a promotion exclusive
for the holidays and the brand’s Twitter followers, including shortened links to maximize the
space in a consumer’s Twitter feed.
“Here are some examples of potential tweets and holiday promotions with hash tags and
URLs:
Save while you save! Click to get 10% off your entire Narwhal order. #NarwhalNation Shop now
at narwhalclothingcompany.com”
“Explore in style! Our #ArticAesthetics are here to spice up your wardrobe. Shop now:
www.narwhalclothingcompany.com”
“PSA! Fall into #Narwhal giveaway ends in 24 hours. Enter now at
http://bit.ly/2xKKxgY”

These few tweets, while different, mirror the typical types of tweets typically posted from
companies that are similar to Narwhal. I find that the using the full URL in the second one is still
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tasteful, as it gives the reader the entire name of the company without me having to type it twice.
I feel that each post does not consistently need to remind consumers about the Save The Whales
aspect. While important, we have to remember that this Twitter includes this information in their
bio. Additionally, photos of products from both the company’s website and Instagram page to
create consistency and authenticity will be included.
A seasonal promotion for the holidays can be incorporated as well to provide incentive
and impulse for purchases, such as fear of missing out on a deal and the opportunity to provide
meaningful gifts for friends and family members. Some of the Instagram photos that Narwhal
has already posted provide a solid foundation for the future of a holiday-themed campaign
amongst Twitter (as well as the other Narwhal platforms). Here are a few examples:
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YOUTUBE:
Here we see different perspectives of Georgia, the company’s home. Clearly its curators
and social media marketers have a clear vision on the style—and likely the personalities—of its
customers. I think that having a camera follow their models around in these trendy and earthy
places would bring out the artistic side of the company’s designers. Giving the consumers the
urge to explore and wander to new places sounds like a simple incentive, to me, to buy their
products.
There are two videos with elements that I feel should blend in order to create an enticing and
attractive video ad for my client. As a reminder, my client is Narwhal Clothing Company, the
Atlanta-based company that sells trendy apparel and accessories for profit, while donating 5% of
all sales to Save The Whales. (https://www.narwhalclothingcompany.com)
The song “You and Me” by American singer/producer Shallou includes a beautiful and elegant
music video that I feel would fit my client’s aesthetic to create a video ad.
Here is the music video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1trifshoIw0.
This video features individuality, travel, smiles, romance, lovely views, artistic choices, and a
slow-motion yet graceful, sophisticated vibe. The song, released earlier in 2018, provides a
modern look into the projected taste of members of our target audience, which includes men and
women ages 18-26. I imagine in a video like this for my company, the models will be wearing
Narwhal apparel and smiling the whole way. There will be clips featuring pieces of Atlanta;
however, it would be crucial to include other beautiful parts all over the country to remind the
viewers you do not need to hail from Atlanta (or have ever been there) to love this brand.
Additionally, stunning clips of sea life will be included to remind the viewers what the mission
and goal of this company is: to save our sea creature friends and to do so in style.
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I feel that a video in this style would work for my client because our client puts their
trendiest foot forward, and it’s important to stay consistent with that idea. Shallou’s music video
is aesthetically pleasing and satisfying to view, and I can personally vouch that is inspires a
nostalgic yet hopeful feeling in my mind. It makes me want to get outside, take more pictures,
and breathe deeply. With Narwhal’s cool, stylish ambiance, its important that we align that look
and feeling with each type of advertisement we produce. Our goal is to want others to be doing
and seeing the things that the actors in this video are, and do so in Narwhal clothing.
With that being said, there are several videos released by GoPro that have essential pieces
to fit in a video advertisement for Narwhal. However, there is a particular one that I found that
fits perfectly with Narwhal and my goal to include clips of our water-breathing friends.
Additionally, most of GoPro’s advertising videos have the same overall idea of generating user
content and showing off what their customers are like, which could be a homerun for Narwhal
and their stylish side.
Here is an example of a GoPro ad that fits my client’s needs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zy3kdMFvxUU.
Additionally, reminding the viewer a bit of what we’re rooting for (Save the Whale
donations) by including clips of under the sea creatures can be inspiring and much more
memorable than just a picture. The under the sea clips shot by Go Pro are the perfect example of
what I imagine would be incorporated here. Additionally, after a growing fan base begins, clips
that are shot by customers in Narwhal clothing can be included in these videos, the way Go Pro
uses user-generated content. Having a desire to want to be featured on a company’s
advertisements or social media could be considered a large accomplishment. In fact, in 2014, an
article discussed GoPro’s groundbreaking user-content advertisements that made waves in
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transforming advertising. Here is a clip from this article that I feel exemplifies the power of this
marketing tool that could be a good idea for a small company like Narwhal who may not yet
have the resources or money to create frequent video content.

(Bobowski, 2014).
There will be many layers to this video, and it will be
viewed millions of different ways with millions of
different responses and reactions. However, the goal
of this video is combining different elements in order
to persuade/entice a call to action, and it will work when we can make the viewer feel something.

In the “about” section of the Narwhal website, they talk about the vision of Narwhal and the
designs that follow. Getting in touch with the creators of this company and hearing first-hand the
creative visionary and inspiration behind creating these products would create a very special
relationship and practically a sense of “tele-presence” between the viewer and these creators. In
this interview style section of the video, we can also learn more about the portions that go
towards the whales and perhaps feel even more connected and willing to purchase these unique
products. Finally, I would want this video to incorporate the ideal that those who buy these
products are part of a unique community of outdoorsy and unique people.
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NARWHAL APP:

The final addition for this campaign is creating a Narwhal Clothing Company app for
smartphones. Some of the features of this app will include an easily navigable shopping process;
access to exclusive promotions and discounts for ad holders; ability to track packages; see
previews of new products; and the feature from a prior tactic—the creation of a personalized
Narwhal shirt. With the ability to create your own account with this app, a loyalty program is
instilled and yields more incentives for purchase and a more exciting consumer experience.
The logo to be featured on the home screen of smartphone holders will include the simplistic
Narwhal logo, and the tagline will be the lowercase aesthetic of “narwhal,”
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OVERALL SUMMARY STATEMENT

The components presented in this creative strategy campaign
highlight the most important and flattering qualities of Narwhal Clothing
Company. With consistent posts that feature what makes Narwhal stand
out as a unique brand meant for unique individuals, both brand
awareness sales have the ability to increase. In a world transitioning to a
completely online surface, Narwhal is ahead of the game with providing
quality internet posts catered to its target audience, and has the
opportunity to get ahead of the competition and any threats the company
currently faces. This campaign invites ocean lovers across the country to
unite in style to make waves for a good cause, and look great while they
do it.
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